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Imagine



Defining IoT

• Anyone or anything carrying embedded software that enables interaction
with other animate or inanimate objects across networks, including the 
Internet. Interaction entails sharing and processing information to 
influence decision-making and/or actions with or without human 
intervention. ISACA

• The network of physical devices, vehicles, home appliances, and other 
items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and 
connectivity which enables these things to connect and exchange data, 
creating opportunities for more direct integration of the physical world 
into computer-based systems, resulting in efficiency improvements, 
economic benefits, and reduced human exertions. Wikipedia



Why IoT?

Popular Applications of IoT

• Connected car

• Smart home

• Wearable technology

Factors Contributing to Accelerating IoT Adoption

• Affordability

• Connectivity

• Natural intuitive interfaces, ease of use, essentially invisible

• Advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning

• Globalization and the drive for increased efficiency

• Workplace

• Smart cities

• Commerce

❖Healthcare

❖Government

❖Manufacturing



Technology Roadmap: The Internet of Things
Source: SRI Consulting Business Intelligence



Issues, Challenges for IoT Security

• Security not keeping up with the pace of innovation

• Security often not considered during product design

• Lack of standards

• Lack of government regulation

• Many IoT devices use simple processors and operating systems that may not 
support essential security practices 
• E.g.,. encryption, ability to patch over the air without physically having to handle the 

device, etc.

• Consumer behavior
• E.g., not changing default passwords

• May assume ‘security by default’



Attack Examples

• Smart TVs that record conversations

• Denial of sleep attacks that drain batteries

• Data exfiltration from multifunction printers/peripherals.

• Information attacks and physical tampering 
• Wearables, drones, cars, toilets
• Health and activity monitors, implantable medical devices, inhalers, pacemakers,
• Children’s toys, Amazon Alexa, Google Home, door locks

• Ex. Fish tank sensor hack
• Sensors connected to a PC that regulated temperature, food, cleanliness of a 

casino’s fish tank. 10 GB of data sent from this device in North America to Finland.

• Ex. Automobile braking system hack
• In 2015, 1.4M vehicles were recalled when it was discovered that hackers could 

stop a jeep in its tracks in the middle of the highway.



Anatomy of an Attack
Identify factors contributing to this hypothetical breach 



IoT Security Technology Trend Watch
Source: Forrester Research 2017 report

Top 6 IoT Technology Trends

1. IoT network security
2. IoT authentication
3. IoT encryption
4. IoT PKI
5. IoT security analytics
6. IoT API security



IOT and IIOT Cybersecurity Market Map



Principles

• Incorporate security at the design phase

• Advance security updates and vulnerability management

• Build on proven security practices

• Prioritize measures according to potential impact

• Prioritize transparency across IoT

• Connect carefully and deliberately

Contributing Factors to Weakness

• Lack of clarity around who is responsible for security decisions
• Developers, manufacturers, service providers, industrial or business-level consumers?

• Lack of widely adopted international norms and standards

• Lack of incentives for developers to secure products

DHS Strategic Principles for Securing IoT
Source: Department of Homeland Security



DHS Principles in Practice

1. Incorporate Security at the Design Phase
• security by default 

• recent operating system 

• hardware that incorporates security features 

• design with system and operational disruption in mind 

2. Promote Security Updates
• Secure the device over network connections or through automated means

• Coordinate software updates among 3rd party vendors

• Automated mechanisms for addressing vulnerabilities

• Coordinated disclosure of vulnerabilities

• Develop an end-of-life strategy for IoT products

DHS Strategic Principles for Securing IoT



3. Build on recognized security practices
• Basic software security and cybersecurity practices

• Sector-specific guidance (e.g., NHTSA - vehicles, FDA – medical devices)

• Practice defense in depth

• Participate in information sharing platforms

4. Prioritize security measures according to potential impact
• Intended use and environment of device

• Red-teaming exercise

• Identify and authenticate devices connected to the network

DHS Strategic Principles for Securing IoT cont.



DHS Strategic Principles for Securing IoT cont.

5. Promote Transparency across IoT
• Perform risk assessments of both internal and vendor risks

• Publicly disclosed mechanism for using vulnerability reports (e.g., Bug Bounty)

• Use a ‘software bill of materials’ approach of known components

6. Connect Carefully and Deliberately
• Advise IoT consumers on the intended purpose of any network connections

• Make intentional connections (continuous and/or direct Internet connectivity 
may not be needed)

• Build in controls to enable selective connectivity



Smart Homes
The Insider Threat



Smart Home?



Ten Tips on Securing an IoT Device in Minutes
Source: eWeek

1. Turn Bluetooth off IoT devices when not needed
2. Check breach status using freely available tools 
3. Create strong, unique passwords
4. Do not join insecure WiFi networks, disable auto-connect
5. Keep SW updated
6. Adjust smart device privacy and security settings, when available
7. Install a firewall
8. Create separate segmented network for IoT devices
9. Do not connect personal IoT devices to workplace networks
10. Use encryption tools and password protect ZIP files



Auditing IoT
Source: ISACA

▪ Define the Audit Subject.  What are you auditing?  

▪ Define Audit Objective 



Auditing IoT:  Determining Audit Procedures & Steps for Data 
Gathering  Source: ISACA



Auditing IoT
Source: ISACA

▪ What business processes are supported and what business value will be generated?

▪ What threats are anticipated and how will they be mitigated?

▪ Who will have access to the device. How will their identities be established, proven?

▪ What is the process for updating the device in the event of a published vulnerability?

▪ Who is responsible for monitoring for new attacks or vulnerabilities? How will they 
perform that monitoring?

▪ What personal information is collected, stored or processed by the IoT devices and 
systems?

▪ Have the individuals about whom the personal information applies given consent for 
the collection and use of their information is being collected and used? 

▪ With whom will the data be shared/disclosed?



Interested in 
Shaping the 

Future?



IoT is Coming
From Smart Cities to Autonomous Videos and Beyond



Evolution of security requirements and research axes for 
IoT security and privacy



7 Properties of a Secure Device
Source: Microsoft

1. Hardware-based Root of Trust

2. Small Trusted Computing Base

3. Defense in Depth

4. Compartmentalization

5. Certificate-based authentication

6. Renewable Security

7. Failure Reporting



Recommended Reading

1. OWASP IoT Security Guidance

2. US Department of Homeland Security: Strategic Principles for 
Securing the Internet of Things

3. Strategic Principles for Securing the Internet of Things - U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security 

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Strategic_Principles_for_Securing_the_Internet_of_Things-2016-1115-FINAL_v2-dg11.pdf

